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1- The house was built under the careful……………. of an architect.
1. Supervision

2. cognition

3. maturation

4. projection

2- Do not undertake a project unless you can ...................it.
1. implement

2. evaluate

3. instrument

4. equipment

3- Sometimes punishment.................children’s undesirable behaviours.
1. Enables

2. reinforces

3. prepares

4. suggests

4- Schools are ..........................by to teach boys and girls.
1. interpreted

2. interacted

3. constituted

4. organized

5- The curriculum system includes a plan for....................of the curriculum in relation to its goals
1. Evaluation

2. rejection

3. unifying

4. criterion

6- If this coat is too large a tailor can alter it to fit you.

What is the meaning of "alter " in this sentence?
1. change

2.

auspices

3. sheaf

4. timely

3. maturation

4. projection

7- Can you ……………. your theory with facts?
1. Document

2. cognition

8- People .......................to a dictionary to find the meaning of words
1. Extract

2. refer

3. depend

4. infer

3. proceed

4. evidence

9- Black lines ........main roads on this map.
1. Designate

2. claim

10- She studied the ...................of the washing machine to understand how to use it.
1. Individual

2. exchange

3. manual

4. massage

11- May we.................you on your walk?
1. Accompany

2. Simplify

3. correspond

4. company

12- What is the...........between your height and weight?
1. Dissipating

2. partnership

3. relationship

4. meaning
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13- She reached ..............at fifteen years.
1. Actor

2. maturity

3. business

4. means

14- Our teacher has ............my brother as a John in our school play .
1. scatter

2. cast

3. measure

4. partake

15- The comedian's joke ................laughter from the audience.
1. elicited

2. subjected

3. divided

4. rejected

16- I have nothing left to use, I am at the end of my...........
1. Resources

2. perceptions

3. sensations

4. experiences

17- Weaving baskets from straw is a.......................
1. Handicraft

2. instructions

3. special

4. process

18- .........................objectives are based on feelings and emotions.
1. affective

2. intellectual

3. commonly

4. traditional

19- Forgetting to bring my wallet is not unusual. It ..............happens.
1. Friendly

2. commonly

3. seldom

4. technically

20- psych-motor objectives relate to.............
1. Moral activities

2. social activities

3. mental activities

4. physical activities

21- There are three basic............in the building of an effective scheme of organization of learning

experiences.
1. Evidences

2. dimension

3. criterion

4. criteria

22- If we say instruction is the implementation of curriculum, this is a...................
1. Randomization

2. systematization

3. simplification

4. denunciation

23- All the money is for naught if you don't help needed people .

What is the meaning of " naught " in this sentence ?
1. clear
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24- Instruction is the actual ................ of learner with planned experiences.
1. Competent

2. Engagement

3. preplanning

4. supply

3. spread

4. accept

3. complementary

4. Conceptual

25- For two years he was..................in prison.
1. Dissipate

2. confined

26- The four seasons are..............parts of a year.
1. summation

2. obvious

27- Your account of the accident has little correspondence with the storythe other driver said .

What is the meaning of "correspondence" in this sentence ?
1. coonection

2. assumption

3. agreement

4. supervision

28- In order to study the phenomenon, scientists have put them into...................
1. Items

2. coverage

3. agencies

4. categories

29- Evaluation determines the .................of the instructional materials.
1. appropriateness

2. appropriate

3. appraisal

4. appraise

30- An employer should be able to appraise ability and character

What is the meaning of "appraise " in this sentence?
1. estimate the value

2. conclude the value

3. amount

4. achieve
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